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Abstract
Chinese radicals are linguistic elements
smaller than Chinese characters1. Normally,
a radical is a semantic category and almost
all characters contain radicals or are radicals
themselves. In subjectivity classification on
sentences, we can use radicals to represent
characters, which reduce the scale of word
space while keep the subjectivity information.
In this paper, we manually labeled a charac-
ter set to build a high-quality radical-character
mapping, and then the mapping is used to gen-
eralize character-based features with radicals.
In experiments, we at first evaluated the per-
formance when directly generalizing charac-
ters with radicals, and then offer a hypothesis
that can reduce noises.
Experiments show that this approach based on
our hypothesis can reduce feature space while
keep or improve the performance, which is es-
pecially useful when the training samples are
scarce.
keyword: sentiment analysis, subjectivity classi-
fication, radical, Chinese character
1 Introduction
In sentiment analysis, an important task is subjec-
tivity classification on sentences, which means clas-
sify sentences as subjective or objective. This step’s
performance greatly affects the following process-
ing that is related with polarity or emotion etc. Here
1We use the terminology “character” for “Chinese charac-
ter” in this paper.
1. !C![WI!å‹©!"øè""èà¢"
Most classrooms of Yongle elementary school
nearby are also classified as dangerous buildings.
2. M÷)„Øf\[!Ü"
Boarding school life makes students tired and
their parents irritable.
we offer two sentences from NTCIR6 training cor-
pus for subjectivity classification.
For the first sentence, although à(dangerous) is
a sentiment character, it is used to modify building,
so the semantic emphasis ofà¢(dangerous build-
ing) is building, and alsoà¢(dangerous building)
is somewhat known as a term, so normally is re-
garded as objective, thus the whole sentence is la-
beled as objective.
For the second sentence, the subjectivity mainly
comes from \(tired) and Ü(irritable). These two
characters are also with different level of subjec-
tivity. “tired” is a physical experience, compared
with Ü(irritable), it is somewhat “objective”. But
Ü(irritable) can surely make the sentence subjec-
tive. If we take a further step, we can see that
Ü(irritable) has a Chinese radical ª(fire), which
can derive concepts of sentiment from linguistic per-
spective.
In real system, to label subjectivity sentences is
of high cost especially when high quality is required.
As we know, the size of common Chinese characters
is around several thousands, while the size of radi-
cals in Chinese is only around several hundreds, if
we use the radicals to generalize character, it may
overcome to some extent the sparseness problem
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when training model and reduce the time and space
required.
2 Related work
Sentiment classification on texts has been studied
by many researchers, such as (Goldberg and Zhu,
2006; Pang and Lee, 2005) etc. Normally, ma-
chine learning-based methods dominate the filed,
and much emphasis is put on polarity instead of sub-
jectivity. Furthermore, compared with English, sub-
jectivity classification on Chinese is relatively few.
In the following, we pay more attention to work on
Chinese, subjectivity and Chinese radicals.
Yao and Peng (2007) used 7 features to describe
a text, which include “if a personal pronoun occurs
in the sentence?”, “if interjection occurs in the sen-
tence?”, etc. A SVM-based method offered the best
performance (F-value 0.938) in their experiments.
The work used a small corpus which includes 359
texts (191 subjective and 168 objective).
Li et al. (2006) made a detail comparison be-
tween words and character-bigrams when they are
used to represent features in text classification, and
concluded that Chinese character bigrams are bet-
ter than words in feature representation for text clas-
sification. In our experiments, we followed some
experimental configuration in (Li et al., 2006) and
put more emphasis on evaluating the performance
of subjectivity classification using radical represen-
tation
Qiu et al. (2009) presented an approach to guess
word’s sense by its components(characters), they
used the LC(lexical compositionality) principle:
“The words formed by similar constituents in the
same mode fall into the same semantic category”.
When we use radicals to generalize characters, we
are following the similar principle. If two characters
share the same radical, they may fall into the same
semantic category.
Huang et al. (2008) presented a qualia struc-
ture to analyze how characters derived from radi-
cals, they classified the derived concepts of char-
acter radicals into 7 categories, expanded from the
original four qualia aspects of Formal, Constitu-
tive, Agentive, and Telic. This structure is use-
ful when we label radicals for subjectivity clas-
sification, because characters derived by similar
path may have similar concept, and when we use
radicals to generalize characters, we can choose
an accurate semantic category (finer than a radi-
cal) to avoid semantic roughness. For example,
a frequent radical, such as <(human), can de-
rive many characters. In these characters, some
are persons with certain identificationßsuch as
l(fairy),c(swordsman) and#(Buddha); some are
descriptive such as ;(benevolent),d(handsome)
and ‰(stupid). Other possible concepts derived
from <(human) is not listed due to space limit.
Considering this, we have to define finer semantic
categories for the radical<(human); Otherwise, dif-
ferent concepts will be grouped together, making the
generalization in feature construction error-prone.
3 The basics of radicals
Chinese characters have a history of over 5000
years. They evolved from pictographs to nowadays
characters after all sorts of unification and simpli-
fication. Basically, there are four ways to create
a character: pictographs(ñ/) , ideographs(ç´),
logical aggregates(¨ø), phonograms(/().
1. pictographs(ñ/): Character is similar with
the entity in the world. Examples include –
for ”umbrella”, and7 for ”tree”.
2. ideograph(ç´): For instance, # is ”knife”,
and placing an indicator in the knife makesA,
an ideograph for ”blade”. Other common ex-
amples are˛(up) ande (down).
3. logical aggregates(¨ø)µFor instance, 7
(tree) is a pictograph of a tree, and putting two
7 together makes$ , meaning forest. The dif-
ference between ideograph and logical aggre-
gates lies in that the indicator for ideograph is
normally not a radical, much more like a stroke
of a Chinese character; while logical aggregate
characters contain at least two radicals.
4. phonograms(/()µIt is also titled semantic-
phonetic compounds, or phono-semantic com-
pounds. According to (Xu, 121), approxi-
mately 82 percent of characters are classified
into this category, and also the largest group of
characters in modern Chinese. A phonogram
character includes two parts: a pictograph,
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which indicates the semantics of the charac-
ter, and a phonetic part, which is a character it-
self and indicate how the phonogram character
is pronounced. For example, ¥(banyan tree)
contains two parts:7(tree) andN(pronounced
as r_ng), 7 indicates that ¥ is a kind of tree,
andN indicates that¥ is pronounced as r_ng.
Roughly speaking, in Chinese, radicals are the
minimum semantic units2. Normally, a character
is composed of radical(s) or a radical itself. Let us
check how four types of character-formations (picto-
graph,ideograph,logical aggregate,phonogram) are
related with radicals.
1. For pictograph characters, normally they are
radicals, such as7(tree),~(fish),%(deer),
X(cropland) etc.
2. For ideograph characters, normally they are
based on a pictograph, and add some stroke(s).
3. For logical aggregate characters, they contain
two or more radicals.
4. For any phonogram character, one of two parts
in the character is a radical and indicates the
semantics of the character.
So we can see that radicals are closely related with
character, we can know the rough semantic of a char-
acter by its radical(s). If the given NLP task required
a semantic granularity coarser than radical-level, we
can use radicals to assistant the task without sacri-
ficing accuracy.
In “ShuoWenJieZi”(Xu, 121), all Chinese char-
acters are classified as derived from 540 radicals.
Nowadays, many of 540 radicals have been depre-
cated or are seldom used, so the size of common
and active radicals is around 200. In (Zhou and
Huang, 2005), ranked by how many characters a
radical can derive, the top 20 radicals can cover
4425 of 9353 characters in (Xu, 121). Such rad-
icals are closely related with human life, such as
Y(water),>(grass),7(tree),
%(hand),%(heart),Û(speak) etc. When a radical
2In our paper, we do not define radical strictly as in some
linguistic literature As long as a element in character can be
used to represent semantics and indivisible, we accept it as a
radical
can derive many characters, normally the semantics
is derived into several categories, we will give more
details in section 4.2 how we process this issue.
Of cause, there exists some case that radicals fail
to indicate the semantics of characters. For exam-
ple, #(stupid) contains two radicals: "(bamboo)
above and$(base) at the bottom which contains the
radical7(tree). Perhaps due to complicated evolu-
tion, it is hard to connect the semantics with either of
the two radicals. By experience, such phenomenon
is scarce, accounting for only a small portion in all
Chinese characters. So in most cases, for a charac-
ter, we can relate it to a radical which indicate its
semantics.
4 Radical labeling on a Chinese character
set
For subjectivity classification on Chinese sentences
in our experiments, we manually created a radical-
character mapping. For this task, two problems have
to be considered:
• Choosing a Chinese character set
• Design a labeling schema
Furthermore, another important problem should
be noticed. The corpus and the character set we used
in experiments is simplified Chinese. However, in
order to obtain high-quality radical-character map-
ping, we used traditional Chinese character to an-
alyze radicals. For example, !(cloud) is the sim-
plified character of !(cloud) which has the radical
Ö(rain),and we think that!(cloud) has the radical
Ö(rain) although this radical has been omitted after
Chinese character simplification.
4.1 Choosing a Chinese character set
We have four choices for a Chinese character set, see
table 1 for more details.
Note that, apart from “ShuoWenJieZi” character
set which is traditional Chinese, other three charac-
ter sets should use traditional Chinese character as a
bridge to identify radicals in characters. In our ex-
periments, we choose the first level character set of
GB2312, which complies with national regulation of
P.R.China and includes frequent (compared with the
second level character set) Chinese characters which
can cover most of Chinese conversation. We do not
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Table 1: Introduction of available Chinese character sets
1 XinHua Dictionary. The newest version con-
tains 11200+ entries (characters). This dictio-
nary accompanies almost every Chinese peo-
ple from primary school, and each Chinese
character in this dictionary is listed with all
its senses.
2 GB2312 character set. The first level contains
3755 characters, and the second level con-
tains 3008 characters. This Chinese character
set complies with national regulation, which
makes it easy to introduce and deliver. Most
important of all, the first level is frequent Chi-
nese character, which is naturally proper when
processing big corpus and for obtaining com-
prehensive performance.
3 The character set in ShuoWenJieZi. It has
9353 characters. This dictionary is edited
by radicals. But it suffers two several prob-
lems: This book’s author didn’t know oracle
bone inscriptions, so many radical explana-
tion is wrong#Many characters in this dic-
tionary are deprecated.
4 Chinese character set from a given corpus.
The size varies and although this is the mini-
mum cost when develop a system on text pro-
cessing, this set is too specific and is limited
when transferred to other applications.
choose the character set in XinHua dictionary be-
cause it is a bit too large for one annotator to label.
4.2 Labeling schema
At first, we collected from internet all sorts of radical
resources. We only consider those resources which
list all Chinese characters sharing one radical in one
line, and the first Chinese character is normally the
radical. A clip of the finally collected radical re-
sources is shown in figure 1.
Based on this resource, we will use the following
labeling schemaµ
1. The first Chinese character should represent its
original semantics of the radical that derives the
characters in the line. For example, lot of Chi-
nese characters with the radical"(moon) is in
fact related withS(meat), and"(moon) is the
Figure 1: Collected radical resources
pictograph of meat; so we put the S(meat) at
the first of the line, which looks like:“S*S_
i‹ëp#Ä""ùy......”. The processing
can make it more readable and understandable
when we use radicals to replaces Chinese char-
acters.
2. If some radical is only used for looking up
in a dictionary, it is omitted. For example, a
lot of Chinese characters are arranged in the
line started with ò(one), “ò%!$‡˛e
Ö......”, but in terms of semantics,ò(one) has
little relationship with other Chinese character.
So we omit the whole line.
3. If a Chinese character contains more than
one radicals, choose the radical more simi-
lar in semantics with the character. For ex-
ample, )(marry a woman) can be related to
two parts, *(fetch)and Â(female). Further-
more,*(fetch) can be analyzed as%(ear) and
q(again), and q(again) is the pictograph of
%(hand). So, in a more general level,)(marry
a woman) contain the abstract semantics of
the behavior of %(hand), so the radical for
)(marry a woman) should be %(hand). In
another situation, although a character con-
tains more than one radical, but none is closely
semantics-related. For example, #(stupid) in-
cludes two radicals "(bamboo) and 7(tree),
but neither has the same semantic category with
#(stupid), so we tend to regard such character
as an independent character.
4. Since our main task is subjectivity classifica-
tion, we require that each line is subjective or
objective. For example, many characters share
the radicalÂ(female), some characters are ob-
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jective, they are mainly all sorts of female rela-
tives such as “*$Â©#E~”; and some are
subjective, such as “‚rﬂTn©Ô&”.You
also may note that the subjective ones con-
tain both positive ones(n©Ô&) and negative
ones(‚rﬂT), since we do not distinguish
polarities in our classification, we put both in
one line.
5. Some radicals can derive too many character,
and such radicals are normally closely related
with human life, such as<(human),ù(mouth)
and%(hand) etc. In this situation, the radicals
must be further divided.
In (Huang et al., 2008), the authors use Puste-
jovsky’s Qualia Structures base and observe the
analysis on the definitions in “ShuoWenJieZi”, and
then classify the derived concepts of character rad-
icals into 7 categories , expanded from the original
four qualia aspects of Formal, Constitutive, Agen-
tive, and Telic, as shown in table 2.
We would refer to this schema in our labeling
practicing while adjust and modify according to ac-
tual conditions.
4.3 Labeling practice
The labeling costs the first author approximately half
a day with the help of a electrical dictionary3. Some
radicals are easy to label. For example, all characters
contain radical I(father) are IwPU, which are
fathers or grandfathers.
Once the size of the characters that a radical de-
rived become large, it can derive different seman-
tic categories. We used the Qualia Structures men-
tioned in (Huang et al., 2008) to create finer cate-
gories for a radicals. Several cases are listed as fol-
lowing:
1. Constitutive:'k˙(various parts of a fish)
2. Formal-vision:~q%%......(various types of
fishes)
3. Descriptive:m(delicious)
The above is for the radical~(fish).
3http://cn.bing.com/dict/
Table 2: Seven categories of derived concepts from radi-
cals
Formal This category can be fur-
ther divided into 5 small
categories: ”sense,” ”char-
acteristic,” ”proper names,”
and ”atypical.” The ”sense”
categories can be further
divided into 5 small cate-
gories: ”vision,” ”hearing,”
”smelling,” and ”taste.”
Constitutive This category can be
further divided into
3 small categories:
”part,””member,” and
”group.”
Telic Concepts related to func-
tion or usage
Participant Words are classified into
this category when the def-
inition in ’ShuoWenJieZi’
mentions the participant in-
volved.
Participating According to different
events, concepts are
divided into 6 small cat-
egories:”action,” ”state,”
”purpose,” ”function,”
”tool,” and ”others.”
Descriptive This category can be
further divided into two
categories: ”active” and
”state.”
Agentive The relationship between
the radical and its meaning
cluster coming from pro-
duction or giving birth are
classified in to agentive.
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1. Constitutive:7 Ô $ " $ ä & ‹ ‰ {
J(various parts of a tree)
2. Formal-vision: 7 v “ – g ô r ?
k......(various types of tree)
3. Telic/Agentive:Ú Ö Y µ Y ˘ Œ ⁄
&......(various types of components made
by wood, various wood buildings)
The above is for the radical7(tree).
1. Constitutive:ì ¢ ` 0 ™ & B ! õ ﬁ
H(various parts of grass)
2. Formal-vision: ˙ M f - é z "
t......(various types of grass)
3. Descriptive:• è £ j ^ ƒ ó ô Ò K
É(various characteristics of grass)
The above is for the radical>(grass).
The first-level character set of GB2312 contains
3755 characters, and some characters will be re-
moved according to labeling schema in section 4.2,
so the size of the final character set is smaller than
3755.
5 Experiment
In this section, we aim to evaluate how the general-
ization affects the subjectivity classification on Chi-
nese simplified sentences when we use radicals to
generalize characters.
5.1 The corpus
The NTCIR (NII-NACSIS Test Collection for Infor-
mation Retrieval) workshops have been organized
since 1999. In the sixth NTCIRWorkshop (NTCIR6
for short), five subtasks are set in the evaluation, one
of which is mandatory, which is to decide whether
each sentence expresses an opinion or not. In an-
other word, the subtask is a binary subjectivity clas-
sification on all sentences. The pilot task has tracks
in three languages: Chinese, English, and Japanese.
In this paper, we use its Chinese corpus for our ex-
periments.
In our paper, the lenient evaluation metric is
adopted, where two of the three annotators must
agree for a value to be included in the gold stan-
dard. There are around 9000 sentences in the cor-
pus, in which subjective sentences account for 60%
roughly.
We use ICTCLAS4 package to perform word seg-
mentation and POS tagging, during which Specifi-
cation for Corpus Processing at Peking University
in (Shiwen Yu, 2003) is adopted.
5.2 Results of experiments
We used Weka5 package for our experiments. Ac-
cording to research work on Chinese text classifi-
cation(Li et al., 2006), SVM with linear kernel is a
good classifier for such task, so we do not evaluate
how various classifiers affect the performance, and
put more emphasis on how feature are represented.
Four-fold cross-validation is chosen.
Table 3: Comparison of different feature representations
Key Dataset Accuracy
radical unigram 73.171%
radical unibigram 75.033%
radical bigram 75.303%
char unigram 73.420%
char unibigram 76.028%
char bigram 76.050%
word unigram 73.398%
word unibigram 76.548%
word bigram 74.026%
wordRadical unigram 73.074%
wordRadical unibigram 76.255%
wordRadical bigram 73.745%
pos unigram 73.117%
pos unibigram 76.504%
pos bigram 73.540%
posRadical unigram 72.911%
posRadical unibigram 76.310%
posRadical bigram 73.788%
In the table 3, “unigram”,“bigram”,“unibigram”
mean three types of n-gram; “char” means that a
sentence is seen as sequence of characters, and “rad-
ical” means that each char is generalized to a radical
or is kept if it contains no radical; “word” means we
4http://www.ictclas.cn
5http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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see a sentence as a sequence of words after using
word segmentation tools, and “wordRadical” means
to generalize characters in words; ’pos’ and “pos-
Radical” are the POS version of “word” and “wor-
dRadical”.
According to table 3, for a char, a word and a word
with tag, directly generalizing them by radicals will
decrease the performance a little. Such phenomenon
can be explained as that some noise will be in-
curred when generalize words or character-bigrams
by radicals. For example, when using radicals,
!¬(denounce),Jo(promote),›ï(throw) are all
generalized to %%ßbecause the three words are
composed of two characters containing %(hand).
However, we know that these three words are of dif-
ferent semantic categories, of different subjectivity
and even of different polarity.
A way to reduce such noise is based on a hypoth-
esis in the next section.
5.3 A Radical-based Representation
Hypothesis: For two character bigrams, if they
share a character in the same position and the
other two character have the same radical, these
two bigrams are in the same semantic category.
For example, &f(sock),af(a short Chinese-
style coat),Ef(sleeve) have the same character
f(suffix for thing) in second position, and the
first character &aE are all derived from radical
ü(cloth). So, under our hypothesis, &f(sock),a
f(a short Chinese-style coat),Ef(sleeve) should
fall into same semantic class, namely ’cloth’. Other
examples are listed in table 4.
Of cause, there are counterexamples. When
checking the corpus, we find thatAT(should) and
A¡(take an examination) start by the same charac-
ter A(response) and the second character share the
radical Û(speak). However, AT(should) contain
subjectivity to some extent, butA¡(take an exami-
nation) is an objective word. Such error comes from
that derivation complexity of characters. The origi-
nal meaning of T(should) is a promise, but nowa-
days the meaning of ’promise’ has been seldom
used, and almost have no connection withÛ(speak).
Such error suggested that we should pay much at-
tention on character’s present usage when labeling
radicals since most corpora given are not ancient.
We design an experiment to investigate how the
Table 4: Examples of hypothesis
g s,'
s,4 s,>
s,ô s,r
s
the first characters all share
a 7(tree) radical, the sec-
ond character is the same.
Each word is a kind of
flower.
` { ß ˘
{ß‘{ß
!{
the first characters all share
a 7(tree) radical, the sec-
ond character is the same.
Each word is a kind of
speaking.
P P ß P
wßPåß
PI
the second characters all
share a I(father) radical,
the first character is the
same. Each word is “fa-
ther” or “grandfather”.
Table 5: Comparison on hypothesis and other generaliza-
tions
word 76.5476%
wordRadical 76.2554%
wordRadical Hypothesis 76.7424%
pos 76.5043%
posRadical 76.3095%
posRadical Hypothesis 76.6667%
hypothesis works and analyze the experimental re-
sults. Since ’unigram+bigram’ performance best in
table 4, it is used as default setting. The experimen-
tal result is shown in table 5.
“wordRadical Hypothesis” and “posRadi-
cal Hypothesis” mean processing the corpus using
the hypothesis on “word” and “word with pos”
representation respectively. Briefly speaking, based
on the hypothesis, we at first find all the groups with
same semantics, which means all words in a group
should share one character and the other characters
should contain the same radical. We can iterate this
process from 2 character words to 3 characters, and
so on. Finally, we got a set of groups, each group
contain a set of words which belong to the same
semantic category according to our hypothesis.
In generalizing features, we use the first word in
a group to label all the words in the group when
processing the corpus.
The results show that such hypothesis can im-
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prove the performance by a small margin. At
first, the improvement is due to using the hy-
pothesis, so some noises are removed. “posRad-
ical Hypothesis”is especially useful when part-of-
speech tag can be used to reduce the generalization
noise. For example, e6(obscene) and e&(go
to sea, or go into business) is in the same group
based on hypothesis, but they belong to different
semantic categories and have different subjectivity.
When POS is considered, e6(obscene) is an ad-
jective whilee&(go to sea, or go into business) is a
verb, so they can be divided into different categories,
which helps to reduce the noise when generalizing.
The improvement is not obvious enough because
the words in groups is relatively small compared to
the whole word space. In our experiments, there are
18099 words (without POS tag) in the corpus, but
only 486 groups. Furthermore, most of the groups
contain only two words or normally low-frequency
words, so the impact is limited. Such a problem is
supposed to be improved by labeling a bigger char-
acter set and by using other generalization strategies.
6 Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we evaluate how subjectivity classi-
fication on Chinese sentences performs when radi-
cals are used to generalize characters, and offer a
hypothesis that can be used to find groups with the
same semantic categories. All words in a group be-
long to the same semantic category, so the group ID
can be used to label any word in it without decreas-
ing the classification performance. Although the im-
provement on performance is not obvious enough,
by manual checking the group, we find the quality is
very high (which to some extent explains the amount
of groups and amount of the words in groups are not
very large.), which can guarantee that the improve-
ment, although not obvious, is steady.
In the future, we will pay attention to two prob-
lems:1) label a larger character set with higher qual-
ity;2) explore new ways that can utilize radicals to
obtain better performance.
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